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377 Rolling Rock Road
Mountainside,
N. J. 07092
A year ago I asked for volunteers for
several projects. Several people have written stating they have started or would be
willing to work on such projects as First
Days, Ship Cancels, Censor Markings, and
Precancels. If anyone else would like to
help, please drop me a line and I will put
you in contact with those working on these
projects.
As a follow up to my request to examine
any and all used copies of Canal Zone No.
36b 10 cts omitted, here is what I have
found. Between what I own, my local
friends own' and what nas beensent to me,
I have looked at over 40 copies. Every copy
that I have seen so far shows that the 10
cts has been chemically removed. Therefore,
I do not believe that a genuine used copy
of 36b exists. One copy was even signed
J. W. Bartells. If anyone else would like
me to examine any copy they have, please
(Continued on page 6)

Meeting Notices
At SOJEX '79, World International
Hotel (formerly The Colton Manor)
Atlantic City, N. J. on Sunday, April
8, 1979 at 2:00 p.m. Details from
Al Bew.
At WESTPEX '79, Jack Tar Hotel,
San Francisco, Calif. on Sunday, April 29, 1979 at 1:00 p.m. Details from
Dick Salz.

Mail Sale No.8

o

Consignments for the 8th mail sale
may be sent between June 16 and
July 16, 1979 to R. H. Salz, 50-27th
Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. 94121..
Please ship insured or registered. Certificates necessary on all Scott Nos.
1, 2, S, and 15. The sale will take
place in October 1979.

FIRST QUARTER, 1979
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No. 50

1925 Wrong Font Varieties
By Gilbert N. Plass
The first printing of the sharp A overprints on United States stamps consisted of the S¢,
5¢, 10¢, 12¢, 15¢, SO¢, 50¢, and $1 denominations and the l¢, 2¢, and 10¢ postage dues.
These stamps were overprinted in 1925 from a 400 subject form for the values through
the 15¢ including the postage dues. We believe that a 200 subject form was used for the
three higher denominations.
The famous ZONE ZONE error occurred
changed on the left half of the form and
on the values overprinted with the 400 subthe slugs were left in their original posiject form when a ZONE slug was acciden- tions. Thus, among the 200 subjects of this
tally inserted instead of a CANAL slug in
form for the higher values, the two wrong
Pas. 18 LR of the form. The story of this
font varieties were left in place and printed
error has been reported in VoL 8, p. 1
on Pas. 51 U and Pas. 82 U (U standing
(1972), and will not be repeated here. The
for the upper pane of 100 stamps from the
use of this extra ZONE slug meant that the sheet of 200).
Bureau of Engraving and Printing had one
The differenee-betvveen-the wrong font'
too few-ZONE slugs to finish setting up-the
form of 400 subjects as they had ordered type and the regular type is small and
just 400 of these. They apparently ordered Scott offers no hint of how to tell them
one or more extra CANAL ZONE slugs to apart. Many more wrong font CANAL
finish the form, assuming that their full stamps have been found than wrong font
order had not been sent and not bothering ZONE stamps for two reasons: 1. The
to check carefully to see if something was wrong font CANAL occurs on the margin
wrong with the form.
stamp just below the plate number. Thus a
The new CANAL ZONE slugs were set plate number block of six with the number
in a slightly different type font. Apparently on the left margin from the upper left pane
one of these new CANAL slugs was used in and the first printing always has tlle wrong
Pas. 51 UL in the form and one of the new font CANAL as the lower left stamp of the
ZONE slugs was used in Pas. 82 UL. These block. Half of all plate number blocks with
are the wrong font varieties mentioned in the number on the left have a wrong font
the Scott Specialized Catalogue in a note CANAL (the blocks without the variety
obviously come from the lower right pane).
after the listing of these stamps.
There was no particular reason to save. the
When the stamps with a vertical design
had been overprinted, the form had to be ZONE wrong font stamps as they do not
reset with a different spacing to fit the occur on margin copies. 2. It has been
horizontal designs of the 30¢, 50¢, and $1 easier for most people to recognize the
values. Since the $1 denomination had only wrong font CANAL than the wrong font
been printed in sheets of 200, there was no ZONE since the letter "C" has perhaps the
most recognizable difference between the
need for a form larger than 200 subjects regular and wrong fonts.
to overprint the horizontal design stamps.
Apparently the Bureau used the left half
So many members have asked about the
of the form and changed the spacing slugs difference between these fonts that I have
so that the overprint fitted the design. When prepared the large illustrations shown here.
they threw away (or broke down) the right In Fig. 1 is t1JIenormal type font for this
half of the form, they disposed of the overprint. The wrong font CANAL is shown
ZONE ZONE error. The result is that none in Fig. 2. All letters are slightly thinner in
of the stamps with a horizontal design were the wrong font, although this is a difficult
printed with this error.
characteristic to use due to heavy and light
On the other hand the evidence indicates inkings that occur. The letter "C" has a
that only the spacing between the slugs was
(Continued on page 3)
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and complaints of non-delivery should be
sent to the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S.
South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
08401.
Copyright 1979
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Auctions
Only a moderate amount of Canal Zone
stamps appeared in commercial auctions
during the fall quarter. The Thatcher Bridge
error, Scott No. 157a, brought an all time
record price of $5750 against a catalogue
price of $4250 in a sale of Kelleher. It is
obvious that the publicity surrounding this
error has created a considerable demand, so
that this price can be obtained in spite of
the fact that 50 copies exist. A glance at the
Specialized Catalogue or the CZSG Check
List shows that there are many Canal Zone
errors issued in quantities of one to 30 that
sell for just a fraction of this price. It seems
obvious that these errors issued in small
quantities have considerable room for further appreciation.
The seven values of the unissued 1924
Coat of Arms set sold at an all time record
price of $500 in a Siegel auction. Although
600 sets were issued and presumably most
were sent to the U.P.U., it is obvious that
very few sets are available to collectors today, as a set only comes up at auction one
or two times a year on the average. The
rest of the sets have either been lost to collectors or perhaps are in postal museums
and archives around the world.
In the following list the Scott catalogue
number is in the first column followed by a
description where necessary. The price real-

1978

No.1, $225 ($185); 8, $65
$70 ($55); 14a, $300 ($225);
($850);
22g, $1000 ($800);
($350);
46c, $1250 ($900);
($850); 57, $135 ($110); 66,
67, $500 ($400).

Specialized
($55); 9a,
15, $1000
23a, $450
47, $1300
$80 ($60);

No. 81, $125 ($100); 84b, $165 ($125);
86b, $300 ($200); 94, $110 ($95); 97b,
$200 ($140);
C2, $65 ($50); J3, $175
( $150); J18a, $450 ($350);
08, $400
($350);
Ulb, $600 ($400);
U2d, $700
($425); U3, $500 ($400); Ul4, $250 ($200);
UF 1, $750 ($600); UXla, $400 ($250);
most die proofs are raised $100 each. This
is only a small sampling of the changes and
every real Canal Zone collector should purchase a copy of the catalogue to have the
latest prices plus an accurate listing of our
stamps.
We have made our yearly summary of
Canal Zone prices. A complete unused collection of the major numbers of Canal Zone
regular, air post, postage due, and official
(used prices taken where unused are not
priced)
stamps catalogues $8385 in the
1979 catalogue compared with $6873 last
year, an iricrease of 22%. All listed errors
and varieties of these same stamps catalogue
$143,057 compared with $119,334 last year,
an increase of 20%.

80
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or 6
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120-135
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75)
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120-135; C15-20
7050)
C2
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C08-12, used
525
OX6c (listed in cat.
as OX5b)
80
UX2
75
UX3
75
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80

by the price from the
catalogue in parentheses.

38)

KEL
SPB
SCH
WOL
APF
SGL

APF, Apfelbaum;
HAR, H. R. Harmer;
KEL, Kelleher; SCH, Schiff; SGL, Siegel;
SPB, Sotheby, Parke, Bernet; SPL, Spellman; WOL, Wolffers.

1979 Scott Specialized
The 1979 Scott Specialized Catalogue appeared on schedule. An unusually thorough
price revision was made this year to bring
the prices of the many stamps and varieties
into line with the current market at the
time of pricing. According to the press rel~ase "Canal Zone's 1,519 price changes
show increases of 10-15 per cent over Volume I prices and higher in specialized
areas." These price changes are so numerous that we can only give a selected few
here. The 1979 price is given first followed

The major numbers of Canal Zone envelopes catalogue $2266 this year compared
with $1827 last year, an increase of 24%.
The corresponding figures for postal cards
are $1453 compared with $1281, an increase
of 13'%.The envelope errors catalogue $3481
compared with $2431 last year, a 43% increase, while the postal card errors are
$7975 compared with $6375, a 25% increase. All the proofs catalogue $23,350
compared with $18,050 last year, a 29%
increase.

Forgeries
An unusually large number of Canal
Zone forgeries have been sent to the American Philatelic Expertizing Service, Box 800,
State College, Pa. 16801 in recent months.
They have ranged from the most inexpensive stamps of the U. S. overprints to the
rare and expensive No. 15. Forgeries of all
values of the sharp A overprints of 1925
have recently appeared on the market in a
number of different places. The overprint
is good enough to fool the naked eye if
one does not look too carefully, but shows
a number of points of difference under the
magnifying glass. The easiest differences to
spot are: 1. a slanting spot of ink to the
right and above the second A of CANAL;
2. th~ serif of the L goes straight up instead of being slanted. A number of forgeries of the first Canal Zone issue seem to
be circulating again. In, case of doubt a
collector should have his copies checked by
an expert committee.

Gerald Bliss
The man in the hat, coat and tie handing
the bag of mail to Major \'Vynne, as shown
in Fig. 4, p. 27 of the last issue, is Postmaster Gerald Bliss. Bliss was noted for
finding and passing on to philatelists many
of the Canal Zone errors and varieties.
Thanks to Dick Salz for this information.

Last Day of Postal Service

Fig. 1. Normal overprint.

A letter to your Editor from L. C. Hilzinger, Director of Posts of the Canal Zone
Postal Service, advises that the Canal Zone
Postal Service will be discontinued on Sept.
SO, 1979. The date of Oct. 1st has been
incorrectly used in some recent articles.
In another letter to Dick Salz he writes
that S,796 copies of the book "Canal Zone
Postage Stamps" by Judge Tattleman were
sold. He further states that the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing made an error in
the last replenishment order of the 5¢
Stevens rotary press issue and sent 680,000
copies with shiny gum.

Fig. 3. Wrong font ZONE.

Collector Interest in Zone
Stamps Hits Record High
Reprinted from The Panama Canal Spillway
September 29, 1978. Edited by R. H. Salz

,~, )\J thELtQpQCLwinding staircase on the
Fig. 4. Wrong font ZONE.

Fig. 2. Wrong font CANAL.

1925 Wrong Font(Continued

from page 1)

different shape with the two ends of the
letter on the right much closer together in
the wrong font compared with the regular.
The "L" has a different shape with the
serif coming almost straight up on the
wrong font compared with a slanting angle
for the serif on the regular font. The "N"
is the third letter with important differences. The diagonal bar is noticeably thinner on the wrong font; the left vertical
stroke projected to the top of the "N"
comes almost to the point at which the top
left serif ends the horizontal stroke and the
<liagonal stroke begins. On the other hand,
on the regular "N" the left vertical stroke
projected to the top comes about half way
~long the horizontal stroke of the left top
.serif.
The differences in the letters "N" are important in recognizing and confirming the
wrong font ZONE shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
since unfortunately the letters "c" and "L"
do not occur here. The letter "z" particularly usually looks too thin on the wrong

font. The copy of the 1O¢wrong font ZONE
shown here was observed by Mrs. Richard
(Maggie) Salz. This stamp was in a pile of
duplicate stamps when she saw it and remarked to Dick that something looked
strange about this overprint! After a closer
look he agreed! And that is perhaps the
easiest way to find these wrong font varieties. The overprint does look strange even
to the naked eye compared with the regular overprint. Look especially for the
wrong font ZONE stamps as there must be
many of these in collections and dealers'
stock that are unrecognized.

Errata
Several errors crept into Dick Salz's two
articles in the last issue that were not in
his copy. In the article on plate initials, the
question mark should have been after the
name Frank Martee and not after the initials F.A.M. to indicate that it is not certain that this name goes with these initials;
the initials are correct. The initials C.A.H.
are found on Scott No. 7S; the C.A.H.
should be moved up a line into the blank
space underneath D.M.C. The' footnote
'should have read "When two sets of initials
are listed together both occur on the same
pane margin." Add to the list of "F" numbers F6785 for No. 62.

third floor of the Civil Affairs Building is
located the Canal Zone Philatelic Agency.
Look hard or you may miss it. It takes up
only a little space in the office of the Director of Posts, but appearances can be deceiving. With the publicity given to the
Canal Treaty negotiations and anticipated
termination of the Canal Zone Postal Service, the Philatelic Agency is doing a record
amount of business these days.
According to the people that handle requests for Canal Zone stamps, postal stationery and cancellations, sales have increased approximately 500 percent in the
last year. Normally 50 inquiries or requests
per month are received, but now that figure
has jumped to about SOO.Requests are received in writing from all over the world

CANAL ZONE
STATIONERY
WANTED
1 to 1000 EACH

WRITE FIRST

INVESCO
P. O. Box 521
SPLENDORA, TEXAS 77372

-3r'.TL_'

_.

in many languages, by telephone from the
United States, and by people who walk into
the office.
Not all correspondence received is requests to buy. Philatelists write in to ask in
some cases general and in other cases very
specific questions about the history and
availability of particular stamps. The subject of most Canal Zone stamp issues has
been people or events associated with the
Canal and its geographical location.
Employees within the office of the Director of Posts are assigned to the task of
researching the answers, in addition to their
regular work. No inquiry is ever ignored.
The Philatelic Agency ha.s on hand an
order blank entitled "Order for Stamped
Paper" which lists the Canal Zone stamps
and postal stationery available to customers.
The Philatelic Agency sells the stamps
and stationery at face value. Cristobal,
C.Z., precancels, a maximum of one sheet
of each precanceled denomination, may be
purchased by non"permit holders for collection purposes only. Since quantities of
plate number and line markings on coils
are limited, restrictions governing their sale
are necessary to fairly meet the demands
of all collectors.
When a new stamp is issued, which normally occurs when there is a domestic postal raCe change or in order to commemorate
someone or something, philatelists are informed of the event by a press release sent
to publishers worldwide. The press release
describes the new issue and gives instructions on ordering first-day covers. For the
9,000 philatelists on the Canal Zone Philatelic mailing list, notification comes in advance by mail.
First-day covers are so popular that a
First-Day of Issue Unit, staffed by a Postal
Supervisor and five order fillers is operated
in the Civil Affairs Building to handle requests for the first-day covers and the mint
orders associated with a new stamp issue.
When a Withdrawal Sale of Canal Zone
Stamps, Stamped Envelopes
and Postal
Cards is programmed, a press release, identical to those associated with a new stamp
issue, is provided to publisher and patrons
on the Philatelic Mailing List. Prior to the
discontinuance of the Canal Zone Postal
Service, an extensive withdrawal sale is
foreseen.

Canal Zone Errors
Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued

from last issue)

Scott No. 22a, horizontal pair, imperforate between occurred when the center vertical row of perforations on the pane was
omitted. This is shown by the imprint
error block of four shown in Fig. 1 through
the courtesy of Lee Cornell. It is believed
that five panes, each with ten of these
error pairs, were sold with the errors in
the same position on each pane.
Fig. 3. Scott No. 28, ANAL ZONE.
A major find by this same collector is
shown in Fig. 4. It is Scott No. 50 with the
overprint reading CANAL only. There is a
slight trace of the letter "E" of ZONE, but
this is such a small portion of the letter
that your Editor feels that this should be
called a CANAL only error. A purist may

Fig. 1. Scott No. 22a.
There is always the possibility on bicolored issues printed from two different
plates to have considerable misregistration
between the impressions of the two colors.
Nevertheless the Hamilton Bank Note printings seem to have been done carefully and
significant misregistrations are seldom seen.
The copy shown in Fig. 2 was recently
found by your Editor and is one of the
largest displacements that he has seen on
this issue. Now I expect to receive many
letters from members with copies having
larger displacements!

argue that it cannot be the error if any
part of the other word shows. This gets one
into the difficult question of exactly what
is the borderline between an error worthy
of catalogue listing and a more minor variety. If one insists that no trace of ZONE
can show then several of the listings of
CANAL only errors in the catalogue would
have to be removed as they only exist with
such traces. So congratulations on finding
this error which has been unnoticed all
these years. (Continued in next isroe)

Seventh CZSG Mail Sale

12¢ Zone Zone Error
In the third quarter issue of 1978 we
requested information as to the whereabouts of a single 12¢ Zone Zone, Scott No.
88a. The owner answered promptly and
we thank him for his help and for the
photocopy of the stamp. But as he did not
send us his name and address we are unable to provide him with important information on this stamp. We believe it would
be to his benefit if he would again contact
the Editor.

Fig. 4. Scott No. 50, CANAL only.

Fig. 2. Scott No. 23, displaced head.
The next two varieties are shown through
the courtesy of a Los Angeles collector. A
copy of Scott No. 28 with the overprint
reading ANAL is shown in Fig. 3. There
is no trace of the letter "C" on this stamp.
This variety has not been reported before
for this particular stamp.

There were 212 bidders in our 7th czse
mail sale of which 168 were successfuL
Total sales were $29,323.00 with $26,390.70
going to the owners and $2,932.30 in commission. Expenses were higher this year
with the major increase due to postage in
sending out catalogues. Deducting the expenses of $1,031.01 from the commission
leaves a profit of $1,889.54 for our Book
Fund.
Copies of the prices realized are still
available for a S.A.S.E. from e. W. Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Road, Mountainside,
NJ 07092.
Thanks to all who submitted material for
this sale and we hope all buyers were
pleased with their purchases.
- Mail Sale Committee
East Coast Division

Canal Zone 6¢ Air Mail
- Dry Printing
By George W. Brett
(Continued

paper and the differences in shrinkage or
spreading (enlargement). The grain of the
wet-printed stamps is horizontal and they
have been clearly affected by shrinkage
across the grain. The grain of the dry-print-

from page 31 of last issue)

019
.735-.74
.75
Horizontal
Vertical
Mm
22Inches
Mm
0.87
Inches
.88 Width
Paper
18%
Grain
22%

However, itshould be apparent from this
discrepancy
the try
actual
positions
of the
tinguish dry
from wet?that
Let's
another
tabulation:
holes may easily differ from one printing
to the next, and where from one lot of
drilled paper to the next, registration is not
important, from one plate to the next.
The dry printing itself, except for the use
of the same plates as in prior wet printings,
presents no new features. In other words
the printing was done in the same manner
as for the 8c U.S., series of 1954, and the
U.S. $1, series of 1938, dry printings. The
same pre gummed paper was used though
the grain of the paper this time is vertical
instead of horizontal - but this is due
solely to the format of the design - and the
semiautomatic feeder and automatic takeoff
and delivery devices were used. Again as
for the last wet printings, the complete
holes (now don't ask me how you can have
an incomplete hole!) are to be found in the
side margins for, as already mentioned, the
processing is different for Canal Zone sheets
than it is for U.S., and this is true whether
the stamps are dry or wet printed. The
placement of the holes differs slightly. For
the upper left pane the hole is 7:y4 mm to
left of stamp No. 91 and 5 mm down from
an extension -of its lop frame- line; fot the
upper right pane the hole measures 6:y4
mm to the right of the stamp No. 100 and
412 mm down from an imaginary extension
of its top frame line. These measurements,
compared with those on the previous wet
printings, show that while the holes cannot
be regarded as fixed they will approximate
the same locations each time.
The dry product is definitely superior in
appearance and handling qualities to the
wet product. We note that the color of the
dty-printed stamps is a brown while the
wet-printed stamps would be called a redbrown and the difference is quite distinct
at this time but may not hold through additional printings. The improvement in handling qualities is due to the heavier paper
used for the dry printings (thickness without gum of around 0.0045-.0047 inch for
the dry, 0.0032 inch for the wet) and the
thickn~ss and time of application of the
gum. rhe dty printed sheets lie nice and
flat compared to the wet printed sheets
which tend to curl all over. And the centering too is d~finitely better on the dry product insofar as present material indicates.
Not of electric eye quality for sure but
better than heretofore.
In size wet and dry printed stamps are
definitely distinguishable because of two
factors working together, or perhaps we
should say in opposite directions. These
factors are our old friends the grain of the

Item

ed stamps is vertical and they have been
affected by spreading across the direction of
the grain. Thus in both plane dimensions,
as we have discussed in prior articles, we
have distinct differences as tabulated:
Height

Wet

Dry

Paper

Thinner, printed side dull, no
embossed effect on back.
Horizontal grain

Thicker, printed side shiny,
embossing of design on back.
Vertical grain

Gum

Yellowish brown; applied after
printing; surface smooth but
grooves may be noted.

Relatively colorless, thinner;
applied before printing; not
grooved and having a somewhat
rough appearance.

Color

Red-Brown

Brown

Size

22 by 18% mm

22% by 19 mm

Unused copies with gum can be distinguished easily by simply looking at the back
and used copies should not be too difficult
with all the differences (especially the positive one of grain) which are better than for
the $1 U.S. where the wet-printed stamps
come on both vertically and horizontally
gr~ned .._papeL-and_the- measurements _ac"_
cordingly are not as clear cut. The difference in size here approaches the order of
that between flatbed and rotary press produced stamps and if the size as issued were
the only one to be followed would rate a
new major catalog listing. However the factor of ready shrinkage that is met with on
dry-printed stamps, more than on wet, and
the fact that the same plates have been
used for both makes it perhaps more reasonable to consider the new printing as only
a sub-variety. This notwithstanding a somewhat analogous situation in the banknote
issue of the U.S, where we have the same
plates used by different printers and the
products distinguished on the basis of the
paper - yet both given major catalog numbers. Looks like a good subject for discussion. The Scott catalogue people have already made a somewhat parallel decision
on the U.S. $1 dry printing, series of 1938,
and have given the new variety a sub-listing
and so it would appear that they will follow suit here.
For this new 6c Canal Zone variety the
local postal authorities did not deem that
it rated a formal first day as did the U.S.
for the $1 stamp and we have been able
to give the first day of issuance of September 29, 1954, only because a smart Johnnieon-the-spot had his eye open. As the information we have presented indicates, all
future Canal Zone printings will be dry
printed so it behooves ~ll the lads to keep

.their eyes peeled for the first appearance
of dry-printed stamps in other denominations including ordinaries and dues as well
as air mails. The latest information is that
other dry-printed Canal Zone stamps are on
the fire, the lc and 3c ordinaries beside
the new 3c Panama Railroad commemoratLv..e".uand,J:hay_
may. be .Oll.t by th.e.tirrLethis
article is published. Let us know what you
find.
We are pleased to acknowledge the assistance of the Executive Secretary of the
Canal Zone, the Director of Posts and his
staff, the Purchasing Department of the
Panama Canal in New York, and the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing; also the aid of
Edward S. Conger, E. I. P. Tatelman, and
indirectly, as a source of material, Charles
F. Hinz, Postmaster at Balboa Heights and
head of the Canal Zone Philatelic Agency.

Panama-Pacific Exposition Issue
Have you ever wondered why the 2¢
Panama Canal, Scott No. U.S. 398 was issued 17 days after Scott Nos. U.S. 397,
399, and 400? The Canal Record, February
12, 1913, p. 201 tells why:
"An error, in designating the picture on
the two cent stamps in the Panama-Pacmc
Exposition commemorative series as 'Gatun
Locks' when it really represented Pedro
Miguel Locks, has led the Post Office Department to destroy all of the stamps thus
printed, about twenty millions. The new
stamps will bear the words 'Panama Canal,'
under the picture of Pedro Miguel Locks.
The one cent, five cent, and ten cent stamps
are on sale in the United States, and the
new two cent stamps will soon be added,"
- R. H. SALZ
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President's Report-

Secretari s Report

(C ontinued from page 1)

Alfred R. Bew

send it in and I will return it with my findings.
The 7th CZSG mail sale books have been
closed with another very successful sale. A
detailed report will be found in this issue.

29 S. South Carolina Ave.
Atlantic City, N.

J.

08401

Please pay your dues! !
If you have not a!i'eady done so, we implore you to get out your checkbook, fill
out a check, and mail it in to the Secretary.
In hopes that we are not boring you with
the following, it is the pleasure of your
"guiding lights" to state once again that
our dues continue at the same figure that
existed when we reorganized in 1968. How
do we do it? Well, the ever increasing number of collectors
who join the CZSG,
coupled with the many members who advance to the Contributing and Sustaining
categories, are the reasons. In fact, the Contributing and Sustaining memberships added
the equivalent of an additional 180 regular
memberships in 1978.
As of December 31, 1978, we are pleased
to report that our membership now stands
at 637, of which 65 members have joined
during 1978.
S.o, ye who are in arrears, please write
that check now and save us the time and
expense involved in chasing after you! For
those who do not pay the piper pronto,
this is unfortunately the final copy of the
CZP that will be mailed to you.
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A Good Buy

In the 4th Quarter CZP for 1977, David
Farnsworth reviewed The Path Between the
Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal
1870-1914, by David McCullough. Since

that excellent review was made, this beautifully written book has received the following awards: The National Book Award for
History; The Francis Parkman Prize; The
Cornelius Ryan Award; and The Samuel
Eliot Morrison Award. In addition it was
made a full selection of the Book-of-the
Month Club.
The hard-cover edition was priced at
$14.95, but the publishers have now produced the book in paper-back. It is the
same size, same number of pages, and contains the same photographs - just the hard
cover is missing! So here's your chance to
get a copy of this whopper of a book at a
very reasonable price - $6.95.
- R. H. SALZ

Book Review
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By David Farnsworth
The two books reviewed here are not
about stamps or the canal but are certainly
related to postal history. Both reproductions
are still available from bookstores.
Illust1'ated History of the Panama Railroad;
together with a Tmveler's Guide and Business Man's Hand Book fOl' the Panama
Railroad and Its Connections (second edi-

tion, revised and enlarged) by Fessenden
Nott Otis (AMS Press, New York, 1971
reproduction of the original 1862 edition of
Harper & Brothers, Publishers, New York)
(ISBN 0-404-04838-2), 273 pages, $10.00.
This interesting book was originally intended to be a pocket reference book for
the Panama route traveler and businessman.
It was also a promotion piece for the Panama Railroad. Shipping rates, timetables of
the rail line and connecting ships, annual
This space left
financial reports and reports of items carintentionally blank
ried by the railroad, descriptions of the
land areas, buildings, animals and foilage
adjacent to the track, and a history of the
railroad are among the topics included. An
- overstatement about health on the isthmus
and safety of property on the railroad on
pages 46 and 49 are rather too rosy-sounding. The reproduction is true to the original;
even page size is the same.
It is worthy of note that this book was
Coco Solo
published during the Civil War, but the
Otto Langer advises that the new Miami, hostilities are not mentioned. In addition,
Fl., FPO 34060 also uses a "Coco Solo" the section which describes the foreign
hand cancel. The Navy No. 1955 10001 Br. countries of Central America includes a sec1-6-46 is also "Coco Solo".
tion on California, Oregon, Vancouver, and
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Washington Territory which were considered remote, of course. The most charming
feature is the thirty-one illustrations which
are original line engravings by Doctor Otis
himself. Doctor Otis's art work has been reproduced in other books as well. The illustrations alone were sufficient reason for me
to purchase the book. The illustration on
the frontispiece appears on the Canal Zone
:stamp issued in 1955 to commemorate the
,centenary of the completion of the railroad.

The Panama Route: 1848-1869 by John
Haskell Kemble (Da Capo Publishing Company, New York, 1972 reproduction of the
original 1943 edition of the University of
California Press, Berkeley)
(ISBN 0-30670083-2), 316 pages, $22.50.
This account was written by someone
who loves ships. Kemble has put so much
detail into this tightly-written
book as to
make it encyclopedic. Every anecdote, fare
rate, or whatever might interest anyone is
included in this comprehensive work. Of
course, all postal arrangements ::tre a significan t portion of this exciting story. There
is a generous appendix in which each steamer operating on the Panama or Nicaragua
routes in this era is described in terms of
size, builder, owners, and history. This book
is a must and a standard.

Hotel Aspinwall
By Richard H. Salz
In the Canal Zone Philatelist, Whole No.
26,_ pg._ 5,J~, apP.¥.<1Js
..iln.<![ticle Q~1W-orld
War I alien enemy covers mailed f~om Taboga Island (Panamanian territory) which
lies ten miles west of Panama City. At the
conclusion of that story I asked anyone who
had additional information to please get in
touch. Five long years have passed and it
appears that I am answering myself, but so
it goes!
Should you not have a copy of the CZP
referred to (still available from our Secretary), a short summary about Taboga Island would not be out of place. The sanitarium was built by the French in 1885
for use as a convalescent hospital, but after
the abandonment of active operations on the
canal it was allowed to deteriorate. When
the United States started work on the canal
one of the first orders was to rehabilitate
the sanitarium and in September of 1905
it was reopened in its old role as a medical
facility. As completion of the canal approached, the need for the sanitarium became less and less and on January 15, 1914,
the department of Sanitation turned the facility over to the Subsistance Department,
and on the very next day the Hotel Aspinwall opened for business. That happy era
came to an abrupt halt on April 18, 1917,
when the hotel became an alien enemy
camp. This prison was closed on either
May 10 or 11, 1918, and the small contingent of 60 prisoners was transferred
to a facility in the United States. Then on
May 20, 1918, the Hotel Aspinwall was re-

Fig. 1. Marking
opened for use by the employees of The
Panama Canal and their families.
At a recent postcard show (February 10,
1978), the card illustrated in Figure 1 was
captured! It has an interesting boxed marking in red "HOTEL ASPIN\V ALL/FEB 24
1915 RECEIVED";
a circular date stamp
"Balboa FEB 24 1915"; and a backstamp
"Balboa Heights FEB 24 1915." The message reads: "Oh! The beautiful moon supreme in every detail and the lovely beaches
and tbe palm trees to say nothing of tbe
grand people to sit with. We may never
come back. 'Katy' 'Ginnie.'''
There is no
question that these girls are enjoying the
country-club, and who wouldn't with room
and three excellent meals for $2.00 a day
per person. Of course it must be remembeJ:.e.d.that you ..bad. to add in. the .cosLof
transportation
to and from the island by
government launch - 25¢ in gold, each way!
From the various markings on the postcard I made a number of guesses as to how
the mail to and from Taboga was handled
and these are confirmed by documents i~
the National Archives of the United States
located in Washington, D. C., and discov~
ered by the super, sleuthing of czse member Tom Brougham.
During the operation of the sanitarium at
Taboga, a Dr. Crandall was provided "with
$10.00 worth of stamps, to be accounted
for by him, without bond: that he be supplied with a pouch key, and that all mail
for Taboga be dispatched from the Ancon
post office in a locked mail pouch, mail
from Taboga to be dispatched to the Ancon
post office in the same manner ....
"
On January 17, 1914, John McEwen,
Manager, Hotel Taboguilla, Taboga Island
(apparently 'there was confusion over the
name of the hotel, but this was straightened
out by January 24, 1914, and - all further
correspondence refers to the" Hotel Aspin~
wall) wrote to Mr. 'Tom Cooke, Director of
Posts, requesting
tbat postal services be
continued
as previously provided during
the operation of the sanitarium. After a
flurry of letters between the Director of
Posts, the Subsistence Department, the hotel manager, the Ancon post office, and the
Balboa post office, it was decided that mail
service would continue under the same gen-
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of Hotel Aspinwall.
eral rules existing during the days of the
sanitarium, but with the locked pouch to be
delivered via government launch to the Balboa post office instead of the one at Ancon.
Outgoing mail from the Hotel Aspinwall
was franked with Canal Zone stamps purchased from the clerk at the hotel desk. We
can presume the "RECEIVED'"
marking
was applied when the mail was removed
from the hotel's outgoing mail box and just
prior to being placed in the locked pouch.
This use of Canal Zone stamps on Pan~manian soil i~, an interesting example of
foreIgn usage. Of course we cannot con~ider this particular postal operation as bemg the same as that set up at Ancon Station A and Station A Cristobal as these were
full-fledged postal facilities. Look around
for additional "foreign usage" such as mail
originating at the Palo Seco -Leper Asylum
an~ the quarantine stations. It should be
pomted out that Panama operated a post
ofRce on Taboga Island and examples of
aboga cancels exist on Panama stamps
and covers.
Now don't forget to send your findings to
our editor so that we may all benefit by
new knowledge of the various aspects of
the Canal Zone Postal Service.

1

Second Time Around
Canal Zone Post Office - Coco Solo,
U.S. Submarine Base
By V. LeYoung Ardiff
Meekels, July 17, 1936
"A Canal Zone P.O. has been maintained
at Coco Solo practically without interruption

1,000 Canal Zone Covers
PLUS
100,000 more available
We want to buy Pitcairn

Island

covers that came to Canal Zone
stampless
where Canal Zone or
UB. Stamps are applied for further transmission.

d ~e~~,~~~ti~~~~
~

BOX 333, ULETA, flA.

33164

since its initial establishment March 1, 1919. Ba~eproper. It is of the duplex variety, that
Due to the fact that funds at first allotted is, a single lined circle, and a vertical ellipse
for the fiscal year were insufficient to con- at the right (of graduated bars, with the
tinue all post offices in operation, this unit numeral '3' inset), between the circle and
was discontinued temporarily during the ellipse, at the foot, the year '1935'. The
period August 1 to 15, 1919. The P.O. is circle is inscribed, within its circumference,
located in the Welfare Building on the U. S. 'COCO SOLO' at top and 'C.Z: at bottom,
Submarine Base proper, and until the U. S. and in the center in two lines, 'OCT 26 Fleet Air Bas'e was constructed some years I PM'. This is stated on official authority
ago, the Coco Solo P.O. served only the to be the only device used by this office.
perscnnel of the U. S. Submarine Base. It The numeral '3' in the obliterator is not of
now serves the personnel of both the Sub- any particular significance, as the Panama
marine Base and the Fleet Air Base. A Navy Canal Bureau of Posts invariably orders
Mail Clerk, bonded to the U.S.P..O. Dept. three or six postmarking stamps from the
through the New York P.O. is assigned from manufacturers in the U.S. without prescribeach base and delegated to assist the post- ing any special numerical series.
master in the receipt and dispatch of mails.
"Collectors' covers are assured of approIn this connection, the listings in the current _priate treatment if submitted under fully
U. S. Official P.O. Guide of certaiin branch prepaid outer wrapper addressed to the atstations of the New York P.O. as 'U.S. Sub- tention of the 'Postmaster, Coco Solo, Canal
marine Base, Coco Solo' and 'Aircraft Squad- Zone', together with a brief letter of rerons and Attending Craft, Fleet Air Base, quest and the proper amount in cash or
Coco Solo', have reference to the:;e special money order to prepay the required postage
Navy Mail Clerks and should not be mis- at the rate of 3 cents per ounce."
construed as indicating that U. ~;. stamps
- R. H. SALZ
are sold or distinctive naval postmarks applied by them.
The First Issue 30 Years Ago
"( Later. - As we go to pres'S, information comes to hand which tends to indicate
By Lawson P. Entwistle
that a distinctive cancellation is available
On Feb. 16-19, 1949, the outstanding
from the naval mail service of the Aircraft
Squadron at Coco Solo. This item is of the Ferrars H. Tows collections of Panama,
duplex type, with three horizontal killer Canal Zone, and Haiti were sold at auction
bars, lettered 'Aircraft Squadron, Coco Solo, at the Collectors Club, New York. The
C.Z: A reliable source intimates that covers Canal Zone first issue accounted for 69 lots
will receive this postmark, provided Canal containing 157 stamps, including those in
Zone stamps are used; under no circum- TI1ultiples, and had a, total sale price of
stances, it is observed, will United States $1,288.50, or less than $8.25 per stamp.
The 2c was represented by 67 copies and
postage be acceptable. - The Author.)
"As a consequence of the distance be- the price for the normal single averaged
tween the location of the Coco Solo P.O. about $5.50. A single on card brought
and the operation units of the Fleet Air $13.50 and strips of three on cover ranged
Base - approximately a half mile - the from $17.50-$28.00 each, With CANAL
installation was authorized of lock boxes ZONE inverted the prices ranged from
and other postal equipment in the main $8.00-$18.00, the highest with PANAMA
crews' barracks building on the Fleet Air reading down and up (No. Ie). A block of
Base. This establishment took place on April four of No. If, with CANAL ZONE in19, 1933. However, no canceling stamps or verted and the lower right stamp with
other post office equipment were supplied CANAL ZONE inverted douJ:>le reached
$127.50.
or their use authorized, and all letters both registered and ordinary - are passed
There were 55 copies of the 5c. One unthrough the Coco Solo P.O. for postmarking usual item was a single without CANAL
and distribution. To be explicit, the 'post ZONE overprint used on cover from La
office' at the Fleet Air Base is operated Boca, July 3, 1904, with a J. C. Perry
solely as a convenient clearing house for the guarantee. It sold for $3.25. A cover with
mail of the personnel attached to that post. No. Id was bought by my father for $8.75
Canal Zone stamps are sold by the Navy (it is still in my collection). The rare CAMail Clerk through an arrangement where- NAL ZONE double, unused, sold at $16.50,
by funds for the purchase of a reserve sup- but a block of four, used, with the upper
ply from Coco Solo are advanced by the left stamp double brought only $13.00. An
Ship's Service store.
unused block of four with one stamp with"For the foregoing information we are out CANAL ZONE was knocked down for
indebted to C. H, Calhoun, Director of $75.00. The 5c and 10c with colon before
Posts, The Panama Canal, and Robert F, Lo- PANAMA sold, as one lot, for $5.50.
gan, AMN3/c, U.S.N. formerly Navy Mail
Only 35 copies of the lOc were offered.
Clerk at the U.S. Fleet Air Base, Coco Solo. An unused single with CANAL ZONE in"The postmarking date-stamp currently verted sold at $40.00, but a very fine copy
employed by the Coco Solo post office con- on COverbrought only $20.00. A block of
tains no reference whatsoever to the loca- four, unused, with the lower left stamp
tion of that unit on the U.S. Submarine without CANAL ZONE sold for $52.00,
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The complete set, unused, could have
been bought for $16.50, but the set on
cover was only $15.50.
Everything else sold for similar prices as
compared to today. No less than 36 copies
of No. 15 were offered at prices that
ranged from $41.00 for a single to a high
of $127.50 for one of the six blocks of four
sold. My father bought the collection of 70
perf. "P" for $18.50. Covers were not very
popular; even a Zeppelin cover with U. S.
C13 and others brought only $18.00.
The dollar, of course, was worth several
times its present value, but even with the
much cheaper and scarcer dollar in 1949
the, stamps were sold at bargain prices.

Selected "Elusive"
C. Z. Items
No. 84b" (2¢ "ZONE CANAL")
only 180 issued, fine +, fresh
o.g., It. h., Cat. $165 +
No. 85a" (3¢ "ZONE ZONE") in
pair with No. 85", f.-v.f., fresh
o.g., It. h., Cat. $251.50 +
No. 86 val'" (5¢ drastically shifted
ovpt.) bt. plate blk. of 6, fine by
superb mint, o.g., n.h., almost
"ZONE
CANAL"
el'l'Ol', shows
how el'l'Or occurred
No. 86c" (5¢ inverted ovpt.) only
80 printed, f.-v.f., It.h., fresh o.g.,
Cat. $175
Same, block of 4, j.f. to v.f., fresh
o.g., It.h. top 2 stamps, bt. 2
stamps n.h., A.P.S. Cert., very
scarce
No. 86e" (5¢ "ZONE CANAL") in
blk. of 4 with shifted ovpt., t.I.
stamp partial "ZONE CANAL",
f.-ex. f. mint, o.g., n.h.
No. 87" (10¢ orange) plate blks. of
6, o.g., n.h., side pas. No. 16377,
f.-v.f., Cat. $300+ ...
$385;
Bt. Pas. No. 16376, f.-sup ....
$400; Bt. Pas. No. 16377, wide
mal'g., f.-v.f.
No. 91a" (17¢ "ZONE" only) in
pair with No. 91c ("ZONE CANAL") with sheet margin, f.-v.f.,
No. 91a n.h., No. 91c It.h" fresh
o.g., rare-only 20 of 91a issued,
Cat. $475++, APS Cert.
No. 91c" (17¢ "ZONE CANAL"),
o.g., n.h., Cat. $75, just f....
$50; f.v.f ....
$65; v.£.+
No. 93" (30¢ brown) top plate No.
F14436 blk. of 6, f.-ex.f., fresh
o.g., n.h., Cat. $115++
No. 94" (50¢ lilac) f. mint, o.g.,
n.h., Cat. $1l0+
No. 94" v.f+ mint, o.g., n.h.
No. 94" with side plate No. 14043,
f.-v.f., mint, o.g., n.h
No. 95" ($1.00 via. bro.) o.g., n.h.,
Cat. $50+, v.f. $60; v.f., It.h.
...
$45; superb, n.h
No. 95" blk. of 4, ex. fine mint,
O.g., n.h., beauty, Cat. $210+++

$225
$300

$150
$200

$850

$150

$400

$650
$ 85
$185
$100
$150
$175
$ 90
$350

WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE C.Z.?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction

or hnmediate

Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms IE Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
MASTER CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SPA
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phone (617) 523-2522

APS
CZSG

